
CLEVELAND COUNTY BEEKEEPERS 

The Dearth is Here! 
It is that time of the year where there is very little for our bees to forage on.        
If you are in an agricultural area we do have a source of nectar from blooming   
soybeans and I have seen foragers working this crop obviously just for nectar.  
However in most years soybeans seem to do no more than supply enough nectar 
for colonies to sustain themselves.  The exception was last year.  Sadly there is no 
cotton in the area.  This crop is a much more reliable source of nectar and in 
most years surplus honey can be made. 

There are several species of goldenrod and some are just starting to bloom and as 
one species wraps up blooming others start.  We can have a goldenrod bloom 
over nearly a 10 week period.  However I have not seen our bees go wild over 
this plant despite other bee species, wasps, etc. working the blossoms.  Our next 
nectar and pollen source to be of major importance is yellow crown beard from 
which bees make a yellow honey and yellowish tinted wax.  It starts at the end of 
the month.  So tell your bees to hang in there! 

If your colony’s populations have obviously already started to drop as a result of 
the dearth it is time to start sampling for varroa.   For us the method used most 
commonly is the sugar shake and this has been demonstrated many times in our 
field meetings.  Please make a commitment to do this.  With the interest and 
definite possibilities for mite tolerant bees I like to sample each colony           
individually and treat as per the results.  Of course it is also important to do   
follow-up sampling and keep notes.  This may identify colonies with genetic    
tolerance. 

We have for the last several years noticed that the symptoms of deformed wing 
virus (DWV) have not been very obvious.  In fact last year I had colonies in 
which I could not find a single bee with the symptoms despite having very high 
varroa levels.  Varroa transmits the virus to bees.   What is happening is that a 
non or less virulent strain of the virus seems to be replacing the strain we had 
years ago.  I have not seen any of our specialists recommend a higher mite 
threshold because of this yet, so for now I think it is best to treat as per our state 
recommendation of 5% of the adult bees from a brood frame having mites.  
Please remember that just because you can’t see them they are not there.  Mites 
mostly are on the underside of the bee’s abdomen between the scales sucking 
away at their host’s hemolymph (bee blood).  
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In my opinion one of the limiting factors for our bees to be able to overwinter is the lack of abundant forage in 
the late summer and early fall.  Some areas have lots of sources only to have them mowed down.  People have 
just become too neat!  If your bees are not obviously foraging it is very important for us to intervene by  
supplemental feeding.   

I like to start with feeding a pollen substitute.  For economy I buy a bulk bag of the dry and make my own  
mixture.   I use 1 part of the dry substitute, 2 parts of sugar and 1 part of a 1:1 sugar syrup.  Quantities can be 
adjusted to get the desired consistency.  Also at the suggestion of a Mann Lake representative a tablespoon of 
vegetable oil for each pound of the substitute helps keep the mixture from getting hard.  Using high fructose 
corn syrup (HFCS) will do the same thing since it absorbs water.  It may be worth your time to visit a bee  
supply outlet that sells HFCS.  My thoughts are that feeding this will stimulate colonies to continue to raise 
brood such that younger bees are the ones to overwinter.  Later in the fall I will monitor for honey storage and 
react by feeding sugar syrup.   My theory is that by feeding syrup later I will be less likely to have brood frames 
“plugged” or “honey bound” resulting in less areas for the queen to lay.  One precaution is not to feed too 
much substitute at one time if hive beetles lay eggs and larvae develop.  Now, mid-August that is not an issue.  
The bees are really feasting on the mixture. 

You know how you do things like they have been done traditionally?  Feeding pollen substitute as a patty is a 
good example.  Why go to the trouble of pressing the mixture between wax paper and storing  in a freezer till 
use?  As a suggestion from what is available commercially I decided just to mix up a bucket full and come time 
to use just “plop” some on the inner cover or on a piece of paper over the top bars.  If you use a hand mixer I 
suggest from experience to use only one of the beaters and maybe finish up by hand if you want the mixture 
firm like cookie dough.   If the mixture is too runny just add a little more of the substitute.  Yes, I burned up a 
hand mixer!  Also using a heavier duty electric drill with a beater bar should work. 

Scientific Beekeeping has several articles on this topic such as “Old Bees, Cold Bees, No Bees.”  Randy Oliver 
has done so much research for the practical aspects of beekeeping.  His site is on line and also as a link from 
our association’s site.  We as an association have supported his work last year and this year with a $100  
donation which is used to maintain the Scientific Beekeeping website. 

Why do we keep honey bees?  For most of us definitely not for a profit!  For me I like to consider myself  
breaking even but the real reason is for the enjoyment.  It has made me much more attentive to the wonders of 
our creation.  One thing very important to us as a society is the non honey bee pollinators.  A topic for our 
family guest night will be the wonders of our creation with a special emphasis on honey bees, the plants they 
work and we will also be exposed to any of the insects that visit flowers for nectar or pollen.  Please If you have 
pics or videos by all means send them to me. 

So good luck and let’s see if we can beat the overwintering excessive loss of colonies. 
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Left  A forager on a soybean plant.  This crop has inconspicuous flowers that sustain our bees during our    
nectar dearth but rarely is excess honey made.  Areas with several farmers are best since variety selection and 
planting dates differ thus providing a nectar source over a longer period.  I have never seen any evidence that 
pollen is collected.  On the right is a forager working yellow crown beard, in my opinion the first source in late 
summer from which bees can add to their   storage and also from which surplus honey can be made.  The 
honey is very prone to crystallize. 

 

 

Other bees besides the honey bee are important in agriculture.  However since honey bees can be managed and 
moved they are essential when large acreages of pollinator dependent crops are planted (such as cucumbers.)  
The sunflower on the left has several species of bees from the surrounding area.  For a garden these are called 
background pollinators and are always sufficient.  The pic on the right shows a squash bee in a pumpkin    
blossom.  This bee is an exception to the “rule” stated above.  It is dependent on squash, pumpkins and related 
plants to reproduce but remarkably can build up in areas even to the extent to support large plantings.  
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On the left is a honey bee on a blueberry plant.  It is hard to see in a photo but there are slits at the base of the blossoms.  
Honey bees can access the nectaries from the end of the blossom but it is much easier for them to use these slits.  What 
makes these slits?--- our despised friend the carpenter bee.  This “partnership” can reduce the effectiveness of honey bees 
as pollinators since the flower reproductive parts are not touched by the bees.  On the right what is going on?  After 30 
minutes of watching I determined that the hitch hiking honey bee was collecting pollen off of the carpenter bee.  The 
plant is a summer cover crop, sunn hemp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the left is a forager working a species of smartweed.  This plant can be locally abundant and may help sustain       
colonies during our dearth.  On the right is a fly which mimics the appearance of a bee.  The plant is a goldenrod       
species.   In the reference, Manual of the Vascular Flora of the Carolinas 39 species are listed.  Anyone want to figure out 
which ones are in our area and when they bloom?  Honey bees can be seen on goldenrod but in most years don’t go crazy 
over it.  One species is starting to bloom now. 

 

Sick Board 
 
Do you know if any of our beekeepers are ill, have been hospitalized, or just need our help or prayers? 
If so, please let Annie know and she will send out the information to the Association.  704-482-4365 or  
annie_thompson@ncsu.edu  
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 August 2016 Meeting - Cabin at the Fair 
 

Please join us for our monthly meeting on August 29, 2016 @ 6:00 PM 
 

Our August meeting will be a work session at the Cabin,  
Cleveland County Fair.   

The Cabin committee will be in charge.   

The date is the last Monday in August, the 29th.  The meeting will begin at 6:00 pm with a short business     
session.  Also as always feel free to share any info, devices etc. with the group.   Some items that are too large to 
bring to the regular meeting site will certainly be appropriate.   One of the entrances will be open, either the 
main gate or the lower gate.   Also if you can’t make it by 6:00 feel free to come in a few minutes late.  

As we work we can discuss how to make the cabin an even better outreach than it is.  Also ideas of what to 
share with the cabin visitors can be discussed.  Please stop by and lend a hand!! 
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